CONCEPT
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PA C E Y O U R S P A C E

SPATIAL DIMENSIONALITY

UPPER LEVEL

LOWER LEVEL

The SlowFlow Pavilion wants to explore the different dimensions of interaction, in the post-pandemic era, the ways we will
occupy common public spaces, non commercial spaces during our day to day routines and during collective (design) events
after-pandemic.
With the changing dimensions,new scenarios emerge which will use the new media as tools for better living space, for reshaping proximity, presence, circulation and relationships.
SlowFlow creates a folding of space & time that explore the new relationship between nature and the built, between analog
and digital, between them.
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output

ENVIRONMENT

How we react to situations

DIVERSITY

DIGITAL PRACTICES in PUBLIC SPACES

We use the digital devices
for connecting people and
creating new proximity.

Through the digital tools we
can use the public spaces as
personal areas where to work,
to study, to relax… as extension of our private rooms.

Our use of media can
localize ourself and footprint
temporarily the spaces.

DESIGN PRACTICES
post-PANDEMIC in PULICSPACES

CONNECTING

S O C I AL
D I S TA NC E

SLOWFLOW Pavilion will
assure the distance between
people as collective
responsibility

C A M PI N G

I N C R E AS E
S PA C E & TIME

SLOWFLOW Pavilion is a
space 24/7 available to be
used anytime as extension of
the offices and studios

C A M PI N G

M O N I T O R ING
t h e R I SK

SLOWFLOW Pavilion will be
managed through an APP
that will control the number of
persons and visitors.
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CONTEXT
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BLOCK
PARK

towards bldg. 9

Burj
Khalifa

from bldg. 5

d3 parkin g

The pavilion is placed at the confluence of several streams between the buildings of the D3, favouring the
direction towards Burj Khalifa as VISUAL axis.
from bldg. 3

The walkable roof that seems to rise from the ground, then descends creating a protective sheltered space
below, dedicated to social activities for the communities working and hosted at D3. This also forms
the MOVEMENT axis
The Pavilion creates a system of slow flows as a movements from which to restart a future of
post-Pandemic public life.
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Pavillion
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VIEW FROM BLDG.5
along visual axis

DAY

NIGHT

VIEW FROM BLDG. 4
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along movement axis

along movement axis

CHRONOLOGY - TIME BASED DESIGN
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SPACE

The design district d3 conducts path breaking events.
The space is transformed into a collective community in search of new stimulation.
The stimulation, through meeting new people, ideas and solutions.

CONNECTING
FRIENDS / ACQUAINTANCES
SUPPLIERS / EXHIBITORS

The SLOW FLOW pavilion creates spaces in dual planes of interactive stimulation.
DAY

AFTERNOONS

The space above creates a vantage point to look around, the steps create an arena for performances.
ALL DAY
CHANGING

The space below allows for displays, interactions with people and nature.

Burj Khal ifa

stage

viewing steps

MORNING

DIGITAL
FOOT-PRINTING

CAMPING

ALL DAY

LUNCH / EVENING / INVITATION

pavil lion

The design district d3 is a congregation of several creative talents who express themselves in various
forms design.
Spaces which create a common spaces, un-defined by commercial need, unconnected to any
building creating dialogues that are necessary.

CONNECTING
MORNING

The diurnal patterns of space usage allows for different dialogues of individual contemplation to
collective discussion.

MORNING
EVENING

Simple acts of eating your own lunch in a shaded area in summer or on the slope basking in the
sunshine in winter.

PAVILLION

OWN
TIME

The continuity and simplicity of the space created allows for flexibility of change.

Burj Khal ifa

stage

viewing steps

LUNCH

DIGITAL
FOOT-PRINTING

CAMPING

SPECIAL OCCASIONS

DAY

pavil lion

COLOR COMBINATION/ MATERIALS
Safety railing in acrylic

epdm
EPDM surface with
rubber granules

light weight steel
structure for support
and lower level pavillion

steel

acrylic

recycled concrete
eco- block seats

recycled rubber tiles floor

water and plantation

floor marking as
directional elements

• An attempt has been made to use re-cycled or
re-purposed materials as recommended.
• The structure of the building is proposed in light
weight steel structure as matrix of columns at
2Mx2m c/c.

CHRONOLOGY - TIME BASED DESIGN
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INTERIOR

vegetation

activity
movement

activity

vegetation

MODULES

MOVEMENT

sign/
graphics

lighting

display
waterfall

waterfall

bench
seating

overhead
board

exhibition
display

FLEXIBILITY
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1.

3.

EVENT SPACE:
Vertical curtains divide the space into exhibition and lecture

EVENT :
3 distinct spaces to conduct smaller group discussions. Acoustic screens can
compartmentalize the space

acoustic screens

A udio

visual digital seminars can be conducted at the same time

acoustic screens

2.

4.

FREE SPACE
• A lot happens when nothing happens.
• An open space to relax, read, eat or do nothing at all.....

EXIHIBITION :
• Suppliers can present to the community.
• Designers can share their ideas
• Digital apps can be used to share information on the displays.

** SLOWFLOW pavilion adapts itself to the need of the Time, diurnal chronologies, seasonal patterns or event calendars. Some examples of the Flexibility of design.

circulation

seminar/ lecture space

breakout space

exhibition space

waterfall

SENSE-BASED DESIGN
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SLOW FLOW pavilion is consciously interacts with people through their senses, it provokes simple notions of how reactions define our adaptability

SCENT

WIND

The Scent of the water on dried earth is called ‘PETRICHOR’
The essence to capture this smell bringing in the sense of being
close to the earth. The ends of the pavilion capture this smell.

The free flowing area is a reflection of the nature, hot or cold, rain
or shine. There is a natural flow of air between the building which
the pavilion captures and so do the users feel the seasons
breaking away from their atmosphere controlled spaces

WATER

SOUND

The unusable ends of the pavilion have water bodies with water
lilies, the sheet of water forms a contemplative mood.

Sounds are event specific.
For exhibitions, usage of phone based as descriptions should encouraged giving the space to adapt between noise and silence

VEGETATION

LIGHTING

The calmness of the green is always refreshing. The far ends of the
pavilion have ‘railway creepers’ which are hardly plants and grow
in bright sunlight.

The usability of the space through different times of the day
‘chronos’ varies.
External lighting uses existing surround light whereas internal
lights are incorporated in the steel structure as modular lighting

